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The oropharyngeal (OPSCC) subtype of head and neck

squamous cell cancer (HNSCC) has a rapidly rising inci-

dence in the US.1 Declines in tobacco and alcohol use have

reduced the incidence of OPSCC related to substance use

by 50%, with similar decreases throughout the developed

world. However, this decline has been more than offset by

OPSCC caused by human papillomavirus (HPV), which

has increased in incidence by 225% between 1988 and

2004.1

HPV-OPSCC is associated with sexual behavior, and

confers a markedly improved survival compared with

patients with non-HPV-related HNSCC.2 The rise of a

clinically distinct form of HNSCC has occurred simulta-

neously with important shifts in therapy. Several trials

demonstrated the efficacy of concurrent chemoradiotherapy

for OPSCC compared with radiation alone. These trials

include the 94-01 GORTEC trial,3 an Italian phase III trial

showing improved but non-significant survival with

chemoradiotherapy,4 as well as a meta-analysis demon-

strating better survival with concurrent chemoradiation

versus radiation alone for HNSCC.5

During this shift to more intense concurrent chemora-

diation, advances in surgery allowed transoral resection of

primary HNSCC, with better functional outcomes com-

pared with open surgery.6 While transoral excision of

early-stage OPSCC in accessible sites such as the tonsil

and soft palate has been performed for decades,7 it took the

emergence of improved surgical microscopes and lasers for

transoral surgery (TOS) to be applied to advanced cancers

in less accessible areas such as the base of tongue.8

However, transoral laser microsurgery (TLMS) is techni-

cally challenging, with access and visualization being

highly dependent on tumor size and location, requiring

each operation to be tailored to the specific patient.9

Transoral robotic surgery (TORS), another significant

advance, dramatically improved access and visualization,

decreasing the spatial complexity of surgery, allowing

operations to become more standardized when compared

with TLMS.9 Studies of TOS for OPSCC with both TORS

and TLMS have demonstrated excellent and comparable

oncologic and functional swallowing outcomes, even in

advanced primary OPSCC.8,10,11

The epidemiologic changes in OPSCC and improve-

ments in therapy have led to efforts to better match

disease and treatment. For HNSCC, the addition of

chemotherapy to radiation improves survival outcomes

but at the cost of sharply higher treatment-related side

effects.12 Similarly, functional and patient-reported out-

comes following TOS are affected by the intensity of

adjuvant therapy.13,14 A critical question is whether de-

escalation of therapy to reduce treatment-related side

effects is possible for HPV-OPSCC since it has a better

overall prognosis.

An early trial to address this question, NRG 1016, is

testing the hypothesis that radiotherapy plus cetuximab is

non-inferior to standard cisplatin plus radiotherapy in

HPV-OPSCC. Another deintensification trial, E1308, was a

phase II trial of induction chemotherapy (IC) followed by

reduced-dose radiation and weekly cetuximab for complete

clinical responders to IC.15 It showed reduced-dose radia-

tion with concurrent cetuximab following IC, resulting in

progression-free and overall survival of 80 and 94%,

respectively, at 2 years.15

Related to these non-surgical efforts to de-escalate

therapy, in this issue of Annals of Surgical Oncology,
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Jackson and colleagues perform a retrospective case-mat-

ched cohort analysis at two institutions on patients with

advanced-stage HPV-OPSCC who were either treated with

TOS and neck dissection alone or with adjuvant therapy.

TOS consisted of either TORS or TLMS for the primary

tumor, with selective neck dissection of the involved high-

risk nodal basins. While adjuvant therapy significantly

improved disease-free survival and was associated with a

lower risk of local and regional recurrence, there was no

difference in disease-specific survival or overall survival.

They conclude that adjuvant therapy could potentially be

spared in a select subset of patients and reserved for

instances of recurrence. Other retrospective studies have

suggested similar results, raising the question of whether

radiation and chemotherapy are necessary postoperatively

in the setting of advanced-stage HPV-OPSCC.16,17

Two clinical trials, RTOG 9501 and EORTC 22931,

underpin the rationale for postoperative adjuvant therapy in

advanced HNSCC.18,19 While postoperative radiotherapy

has been standard of care for patients at high risk for

locoregional failure after surgery for HNSCC,20-22 these

two trials showed the addition of chemotherapy improves

survival when high-risk features (HRFs) are present.23

However, the two trials did not test patients for HPV status

and included subsites outside of the oropharynx, thus

including a large proportion of patients with non-HPV-

related HNSCC with a worse prognosis. It is probable that

HPV-OPSCC patients with HRFs would derive less benefit

from the addition of adjuvant chemotherapy to postopera-

tive radiation.24 The ongoing ADEPT trial randomized

HPV-OPSCC patients with HRFs following TOS and neck

dissection to standard-of-care adjuvant chemoradiotherapy

versus radiotherapy alone to test whether adjuvant

chemotherapy can be avoided.

ECOG 3311, an ongoing, randomized, prospective,

phase II clinical trial for patients with advanced-stage

HPV-OPSCC who undergo TOS and neck dissection,

extends this idea even further. Patients with HRFs receive

standard-of-care adjuvant chemoradiotherapy, but inter-

mediate-risk patients with close but clear margins and

greater than N1 disease regionally are randomized between

standard- and reduced-dose radiation. Low-risk patients

with N1 disease receive no adjuvant treatment. The 2-year

rate of locoregional recurrence and progression-free sur-

vival are primary outcomes and the study will collect data

on functional outcomes with respect to swallowing. SiRS

(NCT02072148) and PATHOS (NCT02215265) are two

other ongoing clinical trials focused on this concept of

adjuvant therapy de-escalation following TOS. It is in this

contemporary context that Jackson et al. provide data to

support the approach ECOG 3311 pursues, and suggests

that even further de-escalation of adjuvant therapy after

TOS may be possible.

As new technologies such as image-guided surgery

become increasingly common,25,26 we can continue to

anticipate improvements in oncologic and functional out-

comes for HNSCC patients. Just as significant is the larger

ongoing effort to better match treatment intensity to a

disease that is now epidemiologically better defined.

Therapy for HPV-OPSCC is undergoing significant chan-

ges. With newly available genomic information,27

treatment for other subsites of HNSCC will also undergo

similar and exciting changes in the coming years.
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